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novel double layer surface oxide
phase on Ni3Al(111) at low temperature†

Xinzhou Ma,‡ Tim Kratky and Sebastian Günther *

The Ni3Al(111) surface was characterized during oxidation within the temperature range of 690–800 K by in

situ scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and auger electron

spectroscopy (AES). Within this temperature range oxygen dosing always leads to the formation of

a surface aluminum oxide layer while Ni atoms remain in their metallic state. The temperature however,

affects the kinetics and the structure of the grown oxides. Above 790 K the known (O67 � O67)R12.2�

double layer oxide grows, which consists of two Al–O layers. Oxygen dosing at the lower temperature of

740 � 10 K leads to a single layer oxide with only one Al–O plane. The lattice mismatch of the aligned

oxygen and substrate lattices induce a (7 � 7) moiré pattern of this surface phase. Surprisingly, when

lowering the sample temperature below 720 K during oxygen exposure, again a bilayer oxide grows on

the Ni3Al(111) surface. The formation of this bilayer oxide starts with the growth of the single layer oxide

that is subsequently covered by a second Al–O layer. At temperatures close to 720 K, the 2nd layer is

ordered and a diffraction pattern is observed indicating a (4O3 � 4O3)R30� unit cell with regard to the

oxygen lattice of the surface oxide. A structure model is presented that relates this so far unknown

double layer oxide to the building principle of a-Al2O3. The respective growth kinetics and the availability

of Al atoms dictate whether the single or the low temperature double layer oxide is formed. The related

mass transport on the surface can be observed using in situ STM which allows the qualitative discussion

of the growth kinetics. When lowering the oxide growth temperature below 700 K, the 2nd oxide layer is

still formed ontop of the single layer oxide but in a disordered state so that the LEED pattern of the

single layer oxide with a (7 � 7) moiré unit cell is again observed. This accounts for the confusing fact

that the (7 � 7) moiré LEED pattern may indicate either the formation of a single or a low temperature

double layer oxide.
Introduction

NixAly alloys are technically important because they are corro-
sive resistant metals with a particular high melting point and
low specic weight.1–3 The corrosive resistance originates from
the formation of a protective oxide layer during oxidation as
also found for other metal alloys. Especially, the mechanical
stability of the protecting oxide layer is of great technological
importance.4,5 Due to this interest, the oxidation of NixAly alloys
has been thoroughly investigated since the late 80s, identifying
the growth of a protective alumina lm which accounts for the
mechanical stability of the alloy under oxidative environment at
high temperatures.1,3,6–15 There exist ve stable NixAly alloys
where the NiAl and Ni3Al are the most studied and technically
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most relevant ones.16 Especially NiAl is an exceptional material
since it has a higher melting point (Tm ¼ 1911 K) than Al (Tm ¼
933 K) and Ni (Tm ¼ 1728 K).17 The signicantly larger heat of
formation of Al2O3 (1675.7 kJ mol�1) compared to the one of
NiO (240.8 kJ mol�1)6,17 indicates that the conversion of 1 mol
O2 towards Al2O3 is more than 2 times energetically more
favorable than its conversion towards of NiO. Thus, from
a thermodynamic point of view, it is expected that oxidation of
NiAl alloys leads to the formation of alumina rather than nickel
oxide. Indeed, on the low index planes of NiAl9–13 and
Ni3Al7,8,14,15 the formation of surface alumina lms upon oxygen
dosing at elevated temperature is reported.

Oxidation of NixAly alloys provides a synthesis route towards
the formation of well ordered ultrathin Al2O3 lms. This prep-
aration route cannot be performed on pure Al as only amor-
phous Al2O3 can be grown as thin layer, whereas the formation
of crystalline Al2O3 on Al requires thicker layers or proceeds in
island growth at high temperature.18 The synthesis of well
ordered oxide lms on metallic substrates is used to produce
model support surfaces for heterogeneous catalysts that may
Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 4501–4512 | 4501
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host metal clusters,19,20 metal particles21–27 and also metal oxide
particles.28–30

The oxidation of Ni3Al(111)7,8,31–34 and especially the forma-
tion of the so called (O67 � O67)R12.2� surface oxide is of great
interest,33,35 because it has nano-template properties that can be
used to stabilize almost monodisperse distributions of metal
particles on the thin alumina support.34,36 While the evapora-
tion of certain metals such as Pd and V was shown to lead
directly to the formation of ordered arrays of mono disperse
particles,34,37 the synthesis of such arrays with other metals such
as Fe and Au require a pre-evaporation step with a seeding
metal.34,38 The templating effect of the (O67 � O67)R12.2�

surface oxide was theoretically investigated in a systematic
study with respect to the seeding of Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Pd, Ag and
Au39,40 and this work was also recently reviewed.41

The (O67 � O67)R12.2� surface phase was identied as
a pure alumina layer on Ni3Al(111) consisting of two Al–O layers
with a large and complicated unit cell.31–33 Schmid et al. even-
tually derived a structure model for this surface oxide that
mainly follows the building principles of a-alumina (corundum)
being in agreement with a later photoelectron diffraction
study.34,42 The surface oxide consists of an Ali–Oi interface layer
that mainly follows the stoichiometry of corundum and which is
rotated by about 23� with respect to the lattice of the metal
support. The interface layer is covered by a second Altop–Otop

layer with the Altop atoms situated above the Oi sites. The
complicated unit cell of the surface oxide arises due to the
presence of certain defects and lattice distortions in both Al–O
layers that allow the surface atoms to relax and enlarge their
lattice spacing. In the following, we will call the arrangement of
the surface oxide consisting of two Al–O layers a bilayer or
double layer oxide. The oxidation of the Ni3Al(111) was followed
as a function of temperature within the temperature range of
600 K to 1050 K. In contrast to the formation of the (O67 � O67)
R12.2� surface phase upon oxygen exposure at about 1000 K
which was attributed to a (O3 � O3)R30� superstructure at that
time,8 it was found that the oxidation of Ni3Al(111) at about 800
K leads to an aluminum surface oxide with a (7 � 7) unit
cell.7,8,43 It was speculated that this surface oxide layer consists
of a single Al–O layer only,43 which could be conrmed
recently.44 In the latter study, the single layer oxide was shown to
be formed as the main surface phase within the rather narrow
temperature window of 740 K � 10 K.

Although the oxidation of Ni3Al(111) has been investigated
since more than 30 years, still no consistent picture exists on
how the surface oxide formation actually takes place and which
kinetic and thermodynamic restrictions favor the growth of the
different surface oxide phases. Thus, we followed the formation
of surface oxides on Ni3Al(111) upon the oxidation at tempera-
tures between 690 K and 800 K by AES, LEED and in situ STM.
We found that at temperatures above 750 K the well known (O67
� O67)R12.2� bilayer oxide phase is formed in addition to the
single layer oxide with the (7 � 7) moiré unit cell. At sufficiently
high temperatures (above 790 K) the (O67 � O67)R12.2� bilayer
oxide phase appears as the only surface oxide on Ni3Al(111).
Surprisingly, when lowering the temperature below 740 K
during oxygen exposure, again another bilayer surface oxide
4502 | Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 4501–4512
grows ontop of the temporarily formed (7 � 7) single layer
oxide. This novel bilayer oxide phase has not been reported so
far in the literature. When dosing oxygen within a very narrow
temperature window of 720 K � 10 K, the low temperature
double layer oxide grows as the major surface phase with a (4O3
� 4O3)R30� unit cell when referring to the hexagonal oxygen
lattice of the surface oxide phase. As will be shown in this study,
we can relate the bilayer oxide phase to a-Al2O3 with the
hexagonal oxygen lattice aligned with respect to the Ni3Al(111)
lattice. The structural properties and the growth kinetics of the
various surface phases will be discussed and related to the
availability of surface Al atoms. It will be shown that the mass
transport required for the buildup of the different surface
oxides and the triggering nucleation events dictate which one of
the various surface oxides grows on Ni3Al(111).
Experimental

The experiments were performed in a combined ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) system that consists of two vacuum chambers.
One of the chambers hosts a high temperature scanning
tunnelingmicroscope (STM – SPECS Aarhus 150 HT-NAP), while
the other offers surface preparation by ion etching and
annealing together with Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED
– Omicron Spectaleed) and Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES –

Staib DESA 100) as surface analysis techniques. Both chambers
are connected and a transfer arm system can transport the
sample from one chamber to the other. The sample tempera-
ture was measured in the STM- and the LEED/AES chamber by
a Ni/NiCr thermocouple element which was connected to the
side of the Ni3Al(111) single crystal. The thermocouple
temperature reading was calibrated with the help of an IR-
pyrometer (emissivity ¼ 0.48). Oxygen exposure was per-
formed either in the LEED/AES – or the STM chamber and both
pressure gauges were calibrated with respect to each other.

All surface oxides reported in this publication and in situ
STM oxygen dosing experiments were performed by adjusting
an oxygen pressure of about 3 � 10�8 mbar and exposing the
Ni3Al(111) surface up to the indicated dosage which never
exceeded 200 L. However, oxygen dosing in the in situ STM
experiments leads to an effective O2 exposure about 6 times
lower than expected from the indicated pressure reading. The
lower O2 impingement rate on the surface during in situ STM
results from a thermo-shield that is positioned close to the hot
sample in order to protect the STM scanner from radiative
heating. Both, thermo shield and the STM tip reduce the
impingement rate on the Ni3Al(111) surface by cutting
a substantial part of the solid angle from which gas phase
particles can reach the sample in a line of sight. In this study, we
provide the oxygen dosage as read not trying to calibrate for the
systematically larger reading of the in situ STM experiment
because the effect of the thermo shield is not a geometric
constant that can be accounted for but rather diminishes with
time if the shield is saturated by adsorbed particles. As a result,
during in situ dosing, very oen an induction period is observed
before the formation of a surface oxide phase appears.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Both UHV chambers have a background pressure in the low
10�10 mbar regime and during the in situ STM annealing
experiments at p(O2) ¼ 3 � 10�8 mbar the background pressure
remained below 10�9 mbar. Thus, the maximum possible H2O
pressure during oxygen exposure cannot exceed 10�9 mbar
during all preparation steps and performed in situ experiments.
All experiments were performed on clean Ni3Al(111) (sputter
cleaned by several cycles of 10 min Ar+ ion etching at 1.5 keV
and a sample current of 3–4 mA) followed by annealing up to
1000 K. As a result, we can exclude potential slow accumulation
of oxidic surface species and attribute all grown structures on
the Ni3Al(111) surface to the applied oxygen exposure only. This
is of importance, because Kelber et al. showed that water
exposure at elevated pressure can lead to hydroxylated alumina
species that are extremely temperature stable even under UHV
conditions.45 It was also shown that water exposure at 300 K to
Al2O3/Ni3Al(111) within an intermediate pressure regime of
10�7 mbar < p(H2O) < 1 mbar induces substantial structural
modications of the thin oxide lm when accumulating a water
dosage of the order of 105 L.45,46 However, it was shown that
cooperative effects induced the reported surface modications
that were not seen at p(H2O) below 10�7 mbar at all. Taking into
account that the potential water partial pressure during the
performed experiments of this publication remained at least 2
orders of magnitude below the reported threshold value of 10�7

mbar and keeping in mind that the total oxygen exposure of the
performed experiments never exceeded 200 L, we can safely rule
out any water induced processes during the described oxidation
of the Ni3Al(111) surface.
Results and discussion

As already noted in the Introduction, oxygen dosing at a narrow
temperature window of 740 K � 10 K leads to the growth of
a single surface aluminum oxide layer on the Ni3Al (111) surface
as majority surface oxide phase. It is possible to cover the entire
substrate surface with this phase. Fig. 1 displays the formation
of this surface oxide on a terrace of the Ni3Al(111) surface which
is surrounded by two adjacent monoatomic steps during oxygen
Fig. 1 Ni3Al(111) surface at T ¼ 740 K after O2 adsorption of 0 L (left), 6
sequence shows the almost entire coverage of the imaged area with the (
6 O–O distances on 7 next – nearest-neighbor substrate atom distances
(see contrast enhanced insets). Note that the growth front of the growing
moiré. The movie (see ESI-a†) was acquired at U ¼ 0.85 V and I ¼ 0.4 n

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
dosing at 740 K. The image sequence (Movie in ESI-a†) shows
the development of the surface layer proceeding towards the
ascending and towards the descending step at the same time. It
was shown that the single layer oxide layer consists of a hexag-
onally packed oxygen lattice aligned to the densely packed
direction of the Ni3Al(111) substrate with a registry of 6 O-
spacings of 2.94 Å on 7 next nearest-neighbor distances of the
substrate (2.52 Å).44 The resulting moiré of the surface oxide is
imaged in STM with a characteristic vertical corrugation as
a hexagonal pattern with a cell length of 17.6 Å (see contrast
enhanced insets). When relating to the chemically ordered
Ni3Al(111) surface the unit cell vectors have to be doubled in
length so that the cell hosts 4 moiré waves. According to the
Woods nomenclature the single layer surface oxide can then be
considered as a (7 � 7) surface phase, although it was shown
that the surface oxide may locally deviate from this structure.44

The hexagonally packed oxygen lattice of the (7 � 7) surface
oxide was shown to host exclusively Al atoms that amount 0.5
ML when relating to the substrate packing density. This Al
content of the single layer surface oxide agrees with occupation
of 2/3 of the threefold oxygen coordinated sites by Al. The
absence of additional symmetry within the (7� 7) moiré cell led
to the assumption that the Al atoms must be randomly
distributed in the surface layer. The surface oxide phase was
shown to grow within the metal terrace with the covering oxygen
layer on top.44 Thus, the contrast of the (7 � 7) surface oxide
phase appearing slightly darker on the upper terrace must
originate at least partly due to an electronic effect, indicating
a reduced density of states (DOS) near the Fermi level compared
to the metallic Ni3Al(111) surface. Note that the surface oxide
growth imaged in Fig. 1 proceeds along straight growth fronts
that are mainly aligned with the moiré pattern and thus support
the building principle of the single oxide layer (also see movie
and detailed description in ESI-a†).

Oxygen exposure on Ni3Al(111) at a slightly higher temper-
ature leads to the formation of the well known (O67 � O67)
R12.2� surface oxide layer. According to the structure model of
Schmidt et al., this surface phase is a double layer oxide con-
sisting of a Altop–Otop layer ontop of a so called interface Ali–Oi
5 L (middle) and 117 L (right) at p(O2) ¼ 3.7 � 10�8 mbar. The image
7� 7) single layer oxide phase. The moiré results from to the registry of
and appears in the STM image with a characteristic vertical corrugation
oxide phase proceeds along straight lines that aremainly aligned to the
A.

Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 4501–4512 | 4503
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layer.34 The interface layer essentially consists of a hexagonally
arranged O-layer with 2/3 of the threefold coordinated sites
occupied by Al atoms. In contrast to the (7 � 7) single layer
oxide the whole Ali–Oi layer of the (O67 � O67)R12.2� surface
phase is rotated by about 23� with respect to the underlying
Ni3Al(111) lattice and the Al sites are well ordered forming
a honeycomb lattice. The (O67 � O67)R12.2� surface oxide
phase contains certain defects that lead to the complicated unit
cell with a rotation angle of 12.2�. However, as has been argued
by Schmidt et al. the double layer oxide very much relates to the
building principle of a-Al2O3. Note that the O–O distance of 2.94
Å in the (7 � 7) single layer oxide44 almost matches the one of
2.90 Å observed for chemisorbed oxygen on Al(111),47 while the
O–O spacing in the interface layer of the (O67 � O67)R12.2�

double layer oxide is even expanded up to 3.02 Å.34 Since the
O–O distance in bulk corundum amounts 2.75 Å,48 all surface
oxide phases are strongly strained with a highly expanded
lattice.

Fig. 2 shows an area of the crystal during in situ O2 dosing at
a temperature of 800 K, where exclusively the formation of the
(O67 � O67)R12.2� oxide phase is observed. Although complete
ordering is not achieved during in situ growth at this rather low
temperature, the typical appearance of the (O67 � O67)R12.2�

phase is observed when choosing a tunneling voltage below 1 V,
where contrast is mainly affected by atoms of the interface layer.
While STM imaging at Ut above 2 V provides the so called
“network”- and the “dot”-contrast of the outermost oxide
layer,46 imaging at Ut ¼ 0.85 V displays the (O67 � O67)R12.2�

phase as dark features surrounded by white owerlike protru-
sions (see inset of Fig. 2). Schmidt et al. noted that these ow-
erlike patterns occur if the oxygen atoms of the top layer are
situated directly above the Ali atoms of the underlying interface
layer.34

The growth fronts of the (O67 � O67)R12.2� double layer
oxide phase shown in Fig. 2 do not proceed along straight but
rather kinked edges indicating the rotational misalignment of
the surface oxide and the underlying substrate. The image
sequence of Fig. 2 (movie in ESI-b†) proves that this growth
mode along kinked edges results in a seemingly random
outward growth of the double layer oxide from the former step
Fig. 2 Double layer oxide growth at 800 K with a defective (O67� O67)R1
(right) at p(O2) ¼ 3.5 � 10�8 mbar. Although highly defective, the typica
surrounded by bright flower like features is observed (see contrast enha
edges. The movie (see ESI-b†) was acquired at U ¼ 0.85 V and I ¼ 0.4 n
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edges together with an inward growth on the terrace until nally
the whole terrace is covered by the oxide phase. Thus, dosing O2

to the Ni3Al(111) surface at temperatures more than 60 K above
the formation temperature of the (7 � 7) single layer oxide (740
K) leads to the growth of the (O67 � O67)R12.2� double layer
oxide.

Surprisingly, a new double layer oxide phase is formed
during in situ O2 dosing also when lowering the temperature
slightly below the single layer oxide growth temperature of 740
K. Fig. 3 displays an image sequence during oxygen exposure up
to 100 L at 720 K (movie in ESI-c†).

The data set shows that oxygen dosing leads to the nucle-
ation and growth of dark, triangular islands with the typical
moiré of the (7 � 7) single layer oxide. The dark appearance of
the (7 � 7) surface oxide islands on the metallic terrace results
from spectroscopic contrast due to a reduced DOS when
compared to the surrounding metallic terrace. In few cases,
white islands are nucleated on top of the (7 � 7) single layer
oxide patches. Within an intermediate dosing time (between
46 L and 66 L) a large amount of bright dots appears on top of
the single layer oxide patches. The bright dots occupy sites in
registry with the moiré corrugation. The amount of bright dots
decreases aer the 2nd layer area ontop of the (7 � 7) single
layer oxide starts to grow in size (aer the dosage of 67 L).
Contrast enhanced gray scale insets in Fig. 3 (at 55 L and 67 L)
point out the appearance and disappearance of the bright spots.
While continuing the oxygen exposure, nally, almost all single
layer oxide islands are covered with 2nd layer material and
appear as bright islands on top of the dark triangles.

White arrows displayed in the STM images of Fig. 3 indicate
the densely packed directions of the Ni3Al(111) crystal to which
all triangular single layer oxide islands are aligned and to which
also the covering 2nd layer aligns. It is tempting to relate the
white dots and the covering 2nd layer to the material required
for the formation of a double layer surface oxide. It has been
shown that the formation of the (7 � 7) single layer oxide phase
releases metal atoms from the substrate that have to be laterally
displaced on the Ni3Al(111) surface.44 However, the formation of
a 2nd layer on top of the single layer oxide requires metal atoms
that have to be taken from somewhere. In the following we will
2.2� structure after O2 adsorption of 76 L (left), 128 L (middle) and 156 L
l appearance of the (O67 � O67)R12.2� unit cell with dark protrusions
nced inset). Note that the surface oxide grows in islands with kinked
A.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 3 Double layer oxide growth at 720 K after O2 dosing of 18 L, 55 L, 67 L and 100 L at p(O2) ¼ 3.0 � 10�8 mbar. At first, the (7� 7) single layer
oxide phase is formed which appears as dark, triangular islands with the characteristic corrugation of the moiré. Temporarily, after having dosed
46–66 L bright dots appear ontop of the (7 � 7) single layer oxide patches. The bright dots disappear after the 2nd layer oxide growth ontop of
the single layer oxide proceeds at higher speed. Gray scale insets show contrast enhanced parts of the images at 55 L and 67 L and indicate the
dynamics of the bright spots. Finally, all (7� 7) single layer oxide patches are covered with a 2nd layer and are imaged as bright islands in STM (see
100 L image). White arrows indicate the crystallographic directions of the substrate to which both, the single and the double layer islands align.
The movie (see ESI-c†) was acquired at U ¼ 0.85 V and I ¼ 0.5 nA.
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show that the 2nd layer of the low temperature surface oxide
consists of alumina and we will address the issue of material
transport again further below.

Auger spectra acquired from the Ni3Al(111) surface aer
dosing 170 L oxygen at 720 K can be used to identify the
chemical nature of the low temperature double layer surface
phase. Fig. 4 displays the corresponding spectra at low (40–75
eV) and high kinetic energy (450–900 eV) in comparison to the
ones obtained from the clean Ni3Al(111) surface and the one
covered by the (7 � 7) single layer oxide phase. In the low
electron energy regime the Al peak at 68 eV relating to metallic
Al is observed only in the dN/dE curves obtained from the clean
Ni3Al(111) surface while it is absent aer oxidation at 720 K and
740 K. Instead, the Al peak at 51 eV appears aer oxygen dosing
indicating the formation of aluminum oxide. Note the more
pronounced Al-oxide peak aer oxidation at the lower temper-
ature. Also note that the Ni peak at 61 eV remains almost
unchanged in the spectra acquired from all three samples (the
slight peak shape change results from the overlap with the Al
related peaks). The fact that Ni is not affected by oxygen dosing
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
is evidenced by the peaks of the Ni(LMM) transitions shown in
the right panel of Fig. 4 which do not show any change of their
peak position or shape. Note that the formation of NiO is readily
identied by a signicant peak shi of >2 eV accompanied by
a pronounced peak shape change,49 which is explicitly shown by
the data sets compiled in the ESI (see ESI-d†). Here, also the
formation of a potential spinel phase with a NiAl2O4 stoichi-
ometry upon oxygen exposure of the Ni3Al(111) surface at 740 K
and at 720 K can be excluded. Thus, both surface oxide phases
formed at 740 K and at 720 K leave the Ni atoms unaffected in
their metallic state in accordance with the ndings of Venezia
and Loxton.1

Becker et al. suggested that the (7 � 7) moiré oxide phase
consists of a single Al/O layer43 which could be substantiated in
our recent study where we determined the oxygen content of the
(7 � 7) moiré surface oxide phase as 0.73 ML and the Al content
as 0.5 ML.44 We can now use this information to quantify the
coverage of the low temperature surface oxide phase by
comparing the respective auger electron peak intensities.
Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 4501–4512 | 4505



Fig. 4 AES spectra from the clean and oxidized Ni3Al(111) surface at 740 K (single layer oxide after the dosage of 134 L) and at 720 K (low
temperature double layer oxide after the dosage of 170 L). Left panel: low energy AES peaks. The peak positions of the characteristic Al transitions
indicative for metallic (68 eV) and oxidic Al (51 eV) and the peak position of the metallic Ni transition (61 eV) are indicated by arrows. Right panel:
O(KLL) andNi(LMM) Auger peaks. All spectra are scaled to the sameNi(LMM) intensity so that eachO(KLL) peak size reflects the amount of oxygen
in the structure. No change of the Ni(LMM) transitions regarding peak shape of peak position is observed. This finding proves that Ni is still present
in the metallic state and thus, does not contribute to the formation of the surface oxide layer. The auger spectra were recorded with a primary
electron energy of 3 keV.
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In the right panel of Fig. 4 all displayed spectra are scaled to
the same intensity of the Ni(LMM) transition and it is clearly
visible that the O(KLL) peak of the low temperature oxide
surface phase is signicantly larger than the one obtained from
the single layer surface oxide phase formed at 740 K. In fact, the
scaled O(KLL)/Ni(LMM) intensity ratio exceeds the one of the (7
� 7) single layer oxide phase by a factor of 1.89. I.e. the oxide
phase formed at 720 K contains about twice as much oxygen
atoms than the single layer oxide.

In a recent publication, we could show that the damping of
the Ni(LMM) signal during the formation of the (7 � 7) oxide
phase is compatible with the formation of a single oxide layer.44

Assuming that the second layer of the low temperature bilayer
oxide contains the same amount of Al and O atoms as the rst
layer, we can compute the expected increase of the O(KLL)/
Ni(LMM) intensity ratio obtained from the bilayer surface
oxide and compare it to the respective value obtained from the
(7 � 7) single layer oxide phase. Within the error bars of this
calculation (see ESI-e†), the expected increase agrees well with
the experimentally observed increase of 1.89.

The Ni3Al(111) surface develops three different low energy
electron diffraction (LEED) patterns aer oxygen dosing at low
4506 | Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 4501–4512
(720 K), medium (740 K) and high (800 K) temperature. The
respective LEED patterns acquired at an electron energy of 60 eV
are displayed in Fig. 5.

The LEED pattern of the high temperature (T ¼ 800 K) oxide
resembles the one of the well known (O67 � O67)R12.2� double
layer oxide and the pattern displayed in the center panel of
Fig. 5 (T ¼ 740 K) is the one of the (7 � 7) single layer oxide
phase. However, the LEED pattern of the surface oxide formed
at lowest temperature (T¼ 720 K) is so far unknown. In addition
to the pronounced (1,0) diffraction spots at the position of the
oxygen lattice already observed in the LEED pattern of the (7 �
7) single layer oxide (see white arrow in the center and le panel
of Fig. 5), diffraction spots appear at the positions that indicate
a (4O3 � 4O3)R30� unit cell with respect to the (1,0) oxide spots.
Also note that no substrate related diffraction spots appear in
the pattern of the low temperature double layer oxide (as evi-
denced by comparison with the red arrows in the center panel of
Fig. 5).

The (7 � 7) single layer oxide phase very much relates to the
Ali–Oi interface layer of the (O67 � O67)R12.2� double layer
oxide except for the rotational alignment with respect to the
substrate lattice. Schmidt et al. pointed out that the high
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 5 LEED patterns acquired from the Ni3Al(111) surface after O2

dosage of 162 L at T¼ 720 K (left), 134 L at T¼ 740 K (middle) and 166 L
at T ¼ 800 K (right). While the LEED pattern of the oxide formed at 740
K corresponds to the reported (7 � 7) single layer oxide and the one of
the surface oxide grown at 800 K refers to the well known (O67 � O67)
R12.2� double layer oxide, the LEED pattern of the low temperature
double layer oxide shown in the left panel is so far unknown in the
literature. Red arrows in the center panel indicate the position of the
substrate diffraction spots relating to the next neighbor distance of
2.52 Å and the unit cell length of the Ni3Al(111) substrate which is twice
as long. The white arrow indicates the (1,0) spot position of the
hexagonal oxygen lattice of the single oxide layer moiré phase with
a O–O distance of 2.94 Å. Comparison with the LEED pattern of the
low temperature double layer oxide in the left panel evidences the
absence of substrate related diffraction spots while the pronounced
(1,0) oxide spots still appear (see white arrow). The additional spots
indicate a (4O3 � 4O3)R30� unit cell when relating to the (1,0) oxide
spots. All LEED patterns were acquired at an electron beam energy of
60 eV.

Fig. 6 Left: structure model of a double layer oxide with a hexagonally
arranged oxygen lattice (blue spheres) aligned to the lattice of the Ni3Al
surface (green and red spheres) at a registry of 6 oxide units on 7 next
neighbor distances of the Ni3Al(111) surface. If we apply the building
principle of a-Al2O3 (corundum) with an ordered Al occupation of 2/3
of the octahedrally coordinated sites to the 2nd oxide layer the
sketched Al honeycomb lattice (orange spheres) appears at the
surface. The black unit cell of this structure indicates the (2O3 � 2O3)
R30� unit (dashed black lines) or the (4O3 � 4O3)R30� unit (solid black
lines) which is in accordance with the observed pronounced (2O3 �
2O3)R30� – (red circles) and the additional (4O3� 4O3)R30� diffraction
spots (white circles) of the LEED pattern. Note that the registry with the
chemically ordered Ni3Al(111) surface is reached for the respective
larger unit cell (for sake of better visibility the Al atoms of the interface
layer are not sketched).
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temperature (O67 � O67)R12.2� double layer oxide obeys the
building principle of a-Al2O3.34 Thus, it seems likely to assume
that also the low temperature (4O3 � 4O3)R30� bilayer oxide
phase relates to a sort of double layer a-Al2O3, but now with an
oxygen lattice aligned to the Ni3Al(111) substrate lattice. The
ordered occupation of 2/3 of the octahedrally O-coordinated
sites in corundum by Al atoms naturally results in the forma-
tion of a Al honeycomb lattice which is 30� rotated with respect
to the hexagonal oxygen lattice.48 With the bilayer structure of
the low temperature surface oxide supported by STM and AES
data and the rotational alignment observed by STM and LEED,
we can apply this building principle to the second layer of the
low temperature surface oxide phase and derive the hard sphere
model shown in Fig. 6.

In this model, we assume that the Ali–Oi interface layer
follows the building principle of the (7 � 7) single layer oxide
with the Al atoms randomly distributed so that the interface
layer follows the symmetry of the moiré due to the lattice
mismatch of the O–O and the Ni3Al(111) substrate lattice. When
assuming an ordered arrangement in the outermost Altop–Otop

layer of the bilayer oxide structure with 2/3 of the octahedrally
O-coordinated positions occupied by Al, the Al honeycomb
lattice in the second layer (orange spheres) naturally leads to the
(2O3 � 2O3)R30� unit cell within the (6 � 6)-O-lattice cell (see
the dashed black and white cell). When relating to a chemically
ordered Ni3Al(111) support, the unit cell has to be four times
enlarged revealing the (4O3 � 4O3)R30� unit cell with respect to
the hexagonal oxygen lattice with a lattice constant of 2.94 Å (the
respective cells are indicated by black and white solid lines).
Note that for sake of better visibility the Al atoms of the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
interface layer are not sketched in Fig. 6 since we claim that they
are distributed randomly.

The respective diffraction spots of a (2O3 � 2O3)R30� and
a (4O3 � 4O3)R30� unit cell are indicated by red and white
circles in the LEED pattern shown beside the hard sphere model
of Fig. 6. They match very well the observed diffraction spots of
the low temperature bilayer oxide which supports the suggested
structure model. The hard sphere model of Fig. 6 is also sup-
ported by the fact that both, the low temperature bilayer and the
single layer oxide form along straight aligned growth fronts
while the high temperature (O67 � O67)R12.2� double layer
oxide phase grows along kinked edges as expected for a rotated
oxide layer.

Rarely, the low temperature double layer oxide can be found
as a minority surface phase in coexistence with the (7 � 7)
single layer oxide aer having oxidized the Ni3Al(111) surface at
elevated temperature. The coexistence of both oxides enables us
to compare their structural appearance in STM images as shown
in Fig. 7.

The STM image in the le panel of Fig. 7 displays the typical
contrast of the moiré of the (7 � 7) single layer oxide phase as
a hexagonal pattern with a periodicity of 17.6 Å, whereas the
double layer oxide phase is imaged as a hexagonally array of
protrusions with a lattice distance of about 10.2 Å and a lattice
orientation rotated by 30� with respect to the moiré of the (7 �
7) single layer oxide. Indicating the protrusions of the double
layer oxide by white circles and overlaying them on the (7 � 7)
single layer oxide in the STM image proves an exact registry of 3
white circles along the O3-direction of the moiré beating
frequency of the single layer oxide. Comparison with the hard
sphere model displayed in the right panel of Fig. 7 indicates
that one moiré cell hosts 6 Al honeycomb units along its O3-
direction as highlighted by black hexagons. Why only 3 out of 6
honeycombs are imaged as protrusions cannot be resolved
because it was not possible to record STM data at even elevated
Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 4501–4512 | 4507



Fig. 7 Coexisting patches of the low temperature double layer oxide and the (7 � 7) single layer oxide locally formed on the Ni3Al(111) surface
after dosage of 61 L O2 at 750 K allow to compare the structural appearance of both phases in STM. Left: STM image of an area covered by the low
temperature double layer oxide (lower left part) and the (7� 7) single layer oxide (upper right part). White circles indicate the resolved corrugation
of the double layer oxide. Overlay ontop of the imaged moiré of the (7 � 7) single layer oxide phase indicates that 3 units appear along the O3-
direction of the moiré cell. Right: comparison with the structural model of Fig. 6 reveals that one would expect 6 honeycomb units (black
hexagons) along the O3-direction of the moiré beating frequency. The STM image was acquired at U ¼ 0.72 V and I ¼ 0.2 nA.
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lateral resolution. One possibility might be that the surface
oxide is in registry with the substrate only at the corners of the
moiré cell while along the O3-direction of the cell gradually
ontop and bridge sites are populated and, as a result, not all
honeycombs will be imaged equally. Of course, the observed
contrast in the STM image might also result from a slight
deviation from the building principle of a-Al2O3 such as the
reconstruction of the outermost layer of the high temperature
(O67 � O67)R12.2� double layer oxide phase.

Finally, we can discuss the driving forces that lead to the
formation of the surface oxide phases. Fig. 8 displays the
qualitative potential energy diagram for the formation of the
three surface oxide phases. The panel above the diagram
sketches the mechanisms required for the buildup of the
respective phase. As a rst process, the O2 adsorption leads to
the formation of mobile Oad or AlxOy-ad entities that induce the
formation of the (7 � 7) single layer oxide phase in the surface
of the Ni3Al(111) crystal. Within the temperature range of 740 K
� 10 K, this single layer oxide phase can be grown until it covers
the entire surface of the crystal (see Fig. 1 and ref. 44). Thus,
there must exist an energy barrier EB3 which prevents the
growth of the (O67 � O67)R12.2� bilayer surface oxide which is
the energetically more favorable oxide phase. Note that the (O67
� O67)R12.2� double layer oxide can be grown at higher
temperatures directly on the metallic Ni3Al(111) surface and
does not require the formation of the (7 � 7) single layer oxide
(see Fig. 2). Thus, we conclude that the (O67 � O67)R12.2�

bilayer oxide is thermodynamically more stable than the single
layer surface oxide phase and that the (7 � 7) phase is grown
during the oxygen adsorption only due to kinetic restrictions as
already suggested by Becker et al.43 As a result, the energy
barrier EB2 to be overcome for the formation of the single layer
aluminum oxide must be smaller than EB3.

As shown in Fig. 8, the energy to turn the (7 � 7) metastable
single layer oxide into the (O67 � O67)R12.2� bilayer oxide is
even higher (EX2 & EB3) if the process takes place by dis- and
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reassembling of the respective oxide phases. As a result, the (7
� 7) single layer is not converted into the (O67 � O67)R12.2�

bilayer oxide during O2 dosing. This fact ensures that the entire
Ni3Al(111) surface can be covered with the (7 � 7) single layer
oxide phase.

When lowering the temperature during O2 exposure by about
20–30 K below the growth temperature of the (7� 7) single layer
aluminum oxide phase, a novel bilayer surface oxide phase is
formed. This indicates that also the low temperature double
layer surface oxide must be a metastable phase with a slightly
lower formation energy per oxygen atom than the (7 � 7) single
layer oxide phase. However, since lowering the substrate
temperature leads to the formation of the novel bilayer oxide
instead of the single layer oxide, an effective energy barrier EB1
smaller than the one to be overcome for the formation of the (7
� 7) phase has to exist. Again, once built, the bilayer oxide does
not transform into the (7 � 7) single layer oxide phase during
growth, because the energy required (EX1 & EB2) exceeds EB1, why
the surface may be entirely covered by the low temperature
bilayer oxide phase.

Note that the availability of Al atoms during surface oxide
formation is transformed into a phenomenological energy
barrier in the potential energy diagram of Fig. 8. For example,
the formation of the single layer oxide phase within the terrace
requires available Al atoms in the vicinity of the growing oxide
front. If Al atoms are already exhausted from the rst metal
layer, diffusion from deeper layers or adatom diffusion together
with a concerted place exchange is required which is mimicked
as effective potential barriers in Fig. 8. As a result, the formation
of the low temperature bilayer oxide phase and the single layer
oxide phase results from differently balanced rate limiting
processes during formation of either the growing front of the
single layer oxide or the formation of a 2nd layer on top of it.
The same balancing of competing growth rate events has to
account for whether the (7 � 7) single layer oxide or the high
temperature (O67 � O67)R12.2� double layer oxide phase is
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 8 Qualitative potential diagram of the formation energies per oxygen atom and the related barriers for the formation of the three different
surface oxide phases: 1: (4O3 �4O3)R30� – low temperature double layer oxide, 2: (7 � 7) – single layer oxide and 3: (O67 � O67)R12.2� – high
temperature double layer oxide.
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formed. If the rate limiting step is the formation of a nucleus of
the respective oxide phase, one expects the parallel growth of
different surface oxide phases at the same time in case that
nuclei already exist on the surface. This is indeed the case as can
be seen in Fig. 3 conrming that already nucleated bilayer oxide
islands slowly grow together with triangular patches of the (7 �
7) single layer oxide phase. As a result, subsequent formation of
the single and the bilayer surface oxide phase can be observed
only if the starting surface is extremely clean and defect free.

The growth of the different oxide phases is controlled not
only by the deciency of Al but also by the excess of metal atoms
that have to be laterally displaced on the surface. The Al
coverage of the (7 � 7) single layer oxide was shown to amount
about 0.5 ML.44 Thus, during formation of the single layer oxide
0.5 ML excess metal atoms are formed that were shown to
diffuse on the terrace until they reach the ascending step edge
where the single layer oxide phase is also formed. At lower
temperature the time required to build the single layer phase
might exceed the one of generating diffusing metal adatoms or
diffusing metal–oxygen units on the surface. As a result, the
concentration of such diffusing species would increase with
time. If the species were trapped on top of the already built
single oxide phase, naturally the 2nd layer phase will be formed
due to the unbalancing of the generation and consumption rate
of metal atoms on the Ni3Al(111) surface.

Note that the proposed (4O3 � 4O3)R30� unit cell of the low
temperature 2nd layer oxide phase contains twice as much
metal atoms as the (7 � 7) single layer oxide phase (i.e. it
contains about 1 ML Al). Thus, the metal atoms are balanced
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
when completing the 2nd layer surface oxide without having to
laterally redistribute them on the terrace. The temporal trap-
ping of excess material on the (7 � 7) single layer oxide islands
during oxygen dosing a low temperature can be observed in
Fig. 3. Here, a regular array of bright dots in registry with the
moiré pattern of the (7 � 7) single layer oxide phase is observed
in STM. The in situ STM experiment showed that aer having
dosed about 67 L oxygen most of the bright dots disappeared
and the area of the 2nd layer increased more rapidly. We attri-
bute the vanishing of the bright dot material to the fact that the
formation of a second oxide layer seems to require a nucleus
which is larger than the size of the resolved bright dots. Once
a large enough 2nd layer nucleus exists, it soaks up the trapped
material and the 2nd layer starts to grow in size. Of course, we
cannot judge where the material imaged as bright dots on top of
the single layer oxide originates from. One possibility is that Al
atoms underneath the (7 � 7) single layer oxide become
accessible during oxygen dosing and accumulate so that they
are visible in STM. The other possibility is that they originate
from alumina entities generated on the bare terrace which
diffuse on the surface and get trapped on the single layer oxide
patches. It is also possible that a mixture of the two processes
accounts for the accumulation of second layer oxide material on
the single layer oxide patches. In any case, the bright dots
apparently require a pre-existing 2nd layer oxide island/nucleus
in order to convert into the 2nd layer oxide.

All in all, we can summarize that the low temperature bilayer
oxide with the (4O3� 4O3)R30� oxide unit cell is formed instead
of the (7� 7) single layer oxide phase due to kinetic restrictions.
Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 4501–4512 | 4509
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We should nally note that at even lower temperatures oxygen
dosing also leads to second layer oxide formation as observed by
in situ STM. Since in this case the 2nd layer oxide does not order
well the LEED pattern exclusively shows the diffuse diffraction
spots of the single layer oxide moiré phase. Thus, within the
very narrow temperature range between 690–800 K the
confusing sequence of observed diffraction patterns upon
oxygen dosing follows with increasing temperature as: (7 � 7)
moiré as disordered low temperature bilayer oxide, (4O3 � 4O3)
R30� as ordered low temperature bilayer, again a (7 � 7) moiré
as ordered single layer oxide and nally the (O67 � O67)R12.2�

pattern of the high temperature bilayer oxide.
Conclusions

The oxidation of the Ni3Al(111) surface was investigated within
the temperature range from 690 K up to 800 K. In a combined in
situ STM and LEED/AES study, we were able to show that with
increasing oxygen dosing temperature several surface
aluminum oxide structures are grown ontop of the Ni3Al(111)
surface: at rst a low temperature double layer oxide consisting
of two A–O layers, followed by a surface oxide with only one Al–O
layer and nally again a high temperature bilayer oxide. The
high temperature bilayer oxide formed at 800 K is the well
known (O67 � O67)R12.2� surface oxide phase which is the
thermodynamically most favorable oxide phase. The single layer
surface oxide is also known in the literature as a moiré phase
with a (7� 7) unit cell. It is formed upon oxygen exposure at 740
K � 10 K.

Surprisingly, at even lower growth temperature of about 720
K again a bilayer surface oxide is grown which is unknown so
far. The growth of this novel low temperature bilayer oxide
starts with the formation of the (7 � 7) single layer oxide which
is subsequently covered by a second oxide layer. The surface
alumina phase can be related to an a-Al2O3 double layer with
the hexagonal oxygen lattice aligned to the substrate lattice.
According to the building structure of corundum, Al honey-
comb units appear in the topmost Al–O layer and lead to
a diffraction pattern with a (4O3 � 4O3)R30� unit cell when
relating to the oxygen lattice of the surface oxide phase. Imaging
the formation of the surface oxide by in situ STM shows that
again kinetic restrictions relating to the availability of Al atoms
account for the formation of the 2nd surface oxide layer. The
low temperature 2nd layer formation takes place also at even
lower temperature, but below 690 K the 2nd oxide layer is not
ordered anymore. As a result, LEED only shows the (7 � 7)
moiré pattern known from the single layer oxide. Thus, the
confusing fact appears that the same LEED pattern is observed
for both, a single and a double oxide layer on top of Ni3Al(111).
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